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President’s Letter…

Audrey Borja

Oh my, we are still in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic as I write this letter.
This is a summer to remember and I guess
it has made us appreciate what we had taken
for granted before we had to follow CDC
guidelines. I hope that you all are well and
without difficulty during these testy times.
Our dance venue has not opened up as of this
writing so we can not plan our next gathering. We will send out a notice as soon as they give us the
green light. There is not much to report to you at this time only that we are counting the cancellations in our dance world. SOS Fall Migration has been canceled adding to the numerous cancellations of planned events for the rest of the summer and fall. Videos and YouTubes are available to
watch and practice dance if you have the time available. There are some great opportunities to practice your steps and learn some new ones. Even though our BBC is on hold with membership drives
and gatherings we are actually getting some things accomplished. We send out weekly Bugle Calls,
stay in touch with members and are in readiness to start up again when we can. Let us hope that we
can reconvene with or before the leaves change.
Who would have thought last year that we would
be in the state of affairs we have been in since February. The year 2020 will be over before it began.
On a bright note, we have reserved our Lake of the Woods Clubhouse for our 2021 Annual Party in
August. That will keep us inspired. So, short but sweet, please continue to maintain caution, stay
safe and keep our BBC members and families in your prayers. Some members have had other health
concerns during the pandemic and details are not yet available. Remember we are a family and we
are strong in numbers and in prayer. Watch your Bugle Calls for updates. Stay tuned~~
… Keep the spirit and let the good times continue to roll.!
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